Quick Dry Info
Quick Dry temporary airbrush tattoo body makeup is designed for applications that require speedy results. This ink does not require
powder between layers although it is recommended on the final layer to achieve maximum durability. Quick Dry temporary airbrush tattoo
body makeup is waterproof and will last up to a week or more depending on placement and can be removed with alcohol or baby oil.
DUE TO THE WATERPROOF NATURE OF OUR PRODUCTS, BE SURE TO RUN DENATURED ALCOHOL THROUGH THE
GUN BEFORE CHANGING OVER FROM ANY OTHER MANUFACTURERS PRODUCTS. IT MAY CLOG YOUR GUN IF YOU
DON’T DO THIS FIRST.
In order to achieve maximum duration of Quick Dry temporary airbrush tattoos, follow these simple steps:
SHAKE VERY WELL!! The pigment will settle to the bottom over time, so be sure to shake the ink vigorously for about
30 seconds every time before use.
We recommend using a quality, dual action, siphon feed airbrush with a .5mm or higher tip & needle. Set your air
pressure on the compressor to at least 20-25 PSI and adjust up if you experience any problems with the flow.
Remember that the higher you can set your air pressure, the faster you will be able to do a tattoo.
Clean the area of the skin with rubbing alcohol.
1. Lightly attach stencil to the skin. (Follow stencil maker guidelines.)
2. Spray the product in light layers just as you would with aerosol spray paint. You want to go for a “wet look”—not
too thick or too thin. With practice, you will figure out the perfect technique. Always increase your air pressure if it’s
taking too long or you are having issues with coverage. When the desired coverage is achieved, lightly dust with
cornstarch using a makeup brush. Plain cornstarch is best because, unlike most baby powders, it doesn’t contain
white pigment which can dull your tattoo.

* When using metallic inks, spray a little heavier coverage than you normally would and don’t powder when finished because powder
can obscure the metallic effect. This may cause the metallic inks to have slightly less durability, however it will allow the metallic effect
to remain bright and shiny. As an alternative, you can also spray two layers without powdering the last layer to achieve the same
effect. When using fluorescents, we recommend that you spray a layer of white first. This will really give you the best results with these
bright colors.

3. Carefully remove stencil.
4. Clean up with Denatured Alcohol. (The ink is waterproof!) Be sure to wear gloves when cleaning. You can
purchase this at any hardware or paint store [Lowe’s or Home Depot].
5. Do not use rubbing alcohol to clean your gun or thin the ink!! [it has too much water content and will turn your
ink/gun into a goopy mess].
Remember that tattoo placement is critical to the duration. A tattoo that is applied to the lower back at the pants line will
rub off sooner than if it is placed just above the pants line. A tattoo placed on an adult will last longer than on a child due to
the rapid exfoliation of children.
•
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•

Wear gloves when applying tattoos and cleaning your equipment.
Always apply tattoos in a well ventilated area or wear a mask for prolonged exposure to vapors.
When applying tattoos, avoid contact with eyes, nose, mouth and any other mucous membranes.
Children should only use this product with adult supervision.
Keep container away from extreme heat or open flame.

Ingredients: Zinc Stearate, Ethylcellulose, Kaolin, Refined Pharmaceutical Glaze, Alcohol SD 40B, Castor Seed Oil
May Contain FD&C Pigments: [CI42090, CI77891, CI19140, CI45410, CI77499, CI15850, CI172000, CI77007, CI45380, CI77266,CI77019]
For Professional Use Only. Avoid open flames. Use in well-ventilated area.

Temporary Tattoo Care:
Avoid applying the tattoo in areas that will be constantly rubbed by tight clothing unless you only want to have it for a few days. Don’t
scrub the tattoo when bathing. When showering, allow water to run over area without rubbing. Avoid sunscreen, oils, lotions, hot tubs,
and extending swimming. Apply a dusting of baby powder to the tattoo after swimming or after a shower.
**Special care for water environments** Make sure there is no sunscreen or lotion/oil of any kind on the skin, both before

application and after. Sunscreen and lotions must be applied AROUND the tattoo. Never put lotions or oils directly on tattoos. The ink
itself blocks all the sun’s rays anyway, so it is not necessary.
Make sure the tattoo is not being applied too lightly. A very thin coat will not last very long in a water/sweat environment. The proper
application simply takes practice and experimenting with thickness/layers.
Make sure the tattoo is not rubbed with a towel. This tends to happen around water, because people usually forget about the tattoo and
end up rubbing it off while it's still soft from the water. Always, dab lightly or don't touch it at all until it has time to dry out.
Give the tattoo several minutes to dry completely before getting it wet. Also make sure it has been set with powder. It also helps, if
possible, to always reset with powder if the tattoo has been soaking for an extended period of time.
Ultimately, in a water/sweat environment, a tattoo is not going to last as long as usual, but following these rules will help longevity as
much as possible.
How long will the tattoo last:
With proper care, it can last about 1 week or so. There are numerous factors that can affect the durability of the tattoo. Placement of
the selected stencil is very important. When a tattoo is placed where tight clothing routinely rubs the area, the permanence will be
reduced. Oily skin also has a significant effect on the ability of the ink to adhere to the skin. A tattoo applied to a hairy part of the body
won’t last as long. Tattoo ink durability will vary from person to person. There are reasons to want a temporary tattoo to last as long as
possible and there are also reasons to want it to last only a couple of days. When applied properly, clear coat extender spray will
significantly increase the time a tattoo will stay on the skin.
Removing Temporary Tattoos:
The best way to remove a temporary tattoo is by letting nature take its course. The body will eventually repel anything on the surface of
the skin that doesn’t belong. Eventually, as the tattoo begins to naturally fade, crack, or chip you may want to remove it completely.
The tattoo can be removed by various solvents such as alcohol, fingernail polish remover, hair spray, baby oils or other similar items.
Follow all label instructions when using any of these products.
Stencil Cleaning:
Place used stencil, with the adhesive side down, in a shallow container. Pour Goo Gone or turpentine into the container until the entire
stencil is covered. Soak for 30 minutes or until the adhesive is gone. Agitating the stencil will remove the adhesive faster. After the
adhesive has been removed, repeat the same procedure placing the stencil, ink side down, in denatured alcohol. After the stencil is
clean, rinse with water or place flat on a paper towel and dab dry. Avoid rubbing the stencil too harshly.

Simple Airbrush Cleaning
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

You’ll need a squeeze
bottle with a York top
filled with denatured
alcohol. Insert the top
into the paint inlet and
with the air turned on to
your airbrush, depress
the trigger and squeeze
the plastic bottle forcing
cleaning solution into
the airbrush.

After Step 1,
unscrew the
chucking nut and
pull the needle out.
Carefully wipe it off
making sure there
is no paint left on
the needle.

Insert the York top into
where your needle inserts
into your airbrush. Spray
your cleaning solution into
the back of the airbrush.
This will clean out the
entire inside of your
airbrush. After spraying for
a few seconds insert the
needle back into the
airbrush pull it back out,
check it for paint, if there
is no paint, your airbrush
is clean. It’s that simple!

Air Brush Deep Clean:
Follow the simple cleaning instructions and then, disassemble the nozzle per the airbrush
manufacturer’s instructions or simply remove the needle. Place the gun and all parts in a container of
denatured alcohol allowing the alcohol to cover from the tip to the ink bottle port. This will allow the ink
to fall to the bottom of the cleaning container. Soak for 30 minutes or until clean.
Siphon Hose and Cap Cleaning:
Remove hose/cap assembly from ink jar and cover jar with a solid cap. Place the cap and nozzle upright in a container of
denatured alcohol to allow the ink to fall to the bottom of the cleaning container. Soak for 30 minutes or until clean.
IF YOU USE THE SAME AIRBRUSH FOR WATERBASED PAINTS AND ALCOHOL BASED PAINTS, BE SURE TO
RUN ALCOHOL THROUGH THE GUN BEFORE CHANGING OVER FROM WATERBASED PAINT TO ALCOHOL
BASED PAINT. IT WILL CLOG YOUR GUN IF YOU DON’T DO THIS FIRST. [Denatured Alcohol is available at
Lowe’s/Home Depot in the paint section.]

